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Abstract – Digital watermarking is one among the planned
solutions for copyright protection of multimedia information.
Digital Watermarking describes strategies and technologies
that hide data. The embedding takes place by manipulating
the content of the digital data (images audio and video),
which implies that information is not embedded in the frame
around the data. In this research, Fast Fourier Transform is
used for image watermarking, that can embed more number
of watermark bits within the gray scale cover image and
increase the protection of watermarks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A vast demand for digital media transmission and
distribution has made the copyright protection of
multimedia contents to be a great concern. Since
encryption system became an approach of content
protection in communications, the development of digital
watermarking technology has made it possible once those
contents are decrypted. The most important performances
of a digital watermarking system are imperceptibility and
robustness. The original content need not have any quality
distortion when the watermark is embedded. In other
words the watermark should be transparent to an observer.
And then, when the watermarked content is prepared for
transmission and distribution, it may be faced with many
common processes such as compression, noise addition,
filtering and so much as some malicious attacks. Any
changes of the watermarked content need not lead to the
change of watermark, so that it could be detected and
extracted when necessary. That means the watermark
should be robust. However the perceptual transparency
and robustness are two conflicting factors. And the
tradeoff between them is a special difficulty to the
watermarking researchers.

The early watermark scheme based Least Significant Bit
(LSB) [1] is relatively simple. Those bits make little
influence on the perception of the original image. But the
limited bits which could be used for watermarks leads to
the low level of watermark capability and robustness.
Later, many watermark schemes based on transform
domain such as DCT[2], DWT[3], DFT[4] and
Hadamard[5] transformation obtain better performance
both in transparency and robustness compared to which
based on special domain. When we embed the watermark
in low frequency domain, the gain of robustness is up
while transparency is down. So human visual system

(HVS) [6] models can be utilized. The typical HVS model
proposed by Watson [7] is calculated as a function of local
luminance, frequency and contrast. And just noticeable
difference (JND) threshold is used to determine the
location and maximum strength of the watermarking
signal without degrading the perceptual quality. Besides
this, Watson described another type of masking called
“entropy masking” in his paper [8], but did not address
any specific applications. The later researchers put it into
practice in watermarking applications. In this paper we
discuss the essence of information transmission in digital
watermarking system and the dissymmetric digital
watermarking framework lived on media content
communication. Then we propose a universal entropy
masking model for watermarking embedding algorithm to
improve the robustness. Also Through the experiments we
conclude that a suitable domain of entropy calculation will
result in optimal watermarking performance [9].

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The proposed digital watermarking system framework
and the universal entropy masking model guild us to new
imperceptive watermarking algorithm. The determined
domain of entropy calculation could break up the
traditional global field. Besides objects analysis of content,
entropy masking could combine with perceptual
stratification in order to increase the watermarking
transparency.
Proposed Algorithm:
Step1: An input image is taken and inserts a secret image
on it for embedding the watermark.
Step2: Calculate the entropy mask in three different
domains DCT, DWT and FFT.
Step3: Generate a security key.
Step4: Get watermarked image.
Step5: Determine the PSNR and MSE
Step6: PSNR of watermarked image.

Fig.1. Flow Chart of Proposed System
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III. SEQUENCE DIAGRAM

A sequence diagram is an interaction diagram that
shows how processes operate with one another and in what
order in a proper system. It is a construct of a Message
Sequence Chart. It depicts the objects and classes involved
in the scenario and the sequence of messages exchanged
between the objects needed to carry out the functionality
of the proposed system. This allows the specification of
simple runtime scenarios in a graphical manner [10].

Fig.2. Sequence Diagram of Proposed Methodology

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The Functional code of proposed system is implemented
using MATLAB 2012a on an intel i5 processor. The
proposed method is tested by using an image database of
various gray scale images. Some examples are presented
in this section to show the effects of the modifications
caused to the image after embedding the watermark. These
are some gray scale images which has tested as an original
images, as a watermark and watermarked image in the
following techniques and the parameters:
Techniques:
(i) DCT:
y = dct(x) returns the unitary discrete cosine transform
of x,
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(ii) FFT:
The functions Y = fft(x) and y = ifft(X) implement the

transform and inverse transform pair given for vectors of
length N by:

where
( 2 )/Ni

N e    (ii)

is an Nth root of unity[11].
(iii) DWT:
Its scaling function ф (t) can be described as

(iii)[11]
Parameters:
(i) MSE: It is defined as average squared difference
between a reference image and a distorted image. It is
calculated by the formula given below [12]

(iv)
(ii) PSNR: It is used to determine the degradation in the
embedded image with respect to the host image. It is
calculated by the formula as [12]

(v)

Fig.3. Snapshot of proposed system after implementation
of digital Watermarking

Table 1: PSNR and MSE in different Domains
Domains PSNR MSE

DCT 47.7926 1.65656
DWT 47.8026 1.6549
FFT 47.8465 1.64765
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Graph 1: PSNR in Different Domains
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Graph 2: MSE in Different Domains
Total PSNR = 92.853

V. CONCLUSION

The results obtained show satisfying statistics of the
performance of the proposed algorithm. The obtained
PSNR and MSE value supports the quality of the
encryption method. It is also seen that the embedded
information is successfully recovered from the
watermarked image by using FFT technique. The FFT
technique provides good results and a newer approach
which is very unique and easy to understand. Hence it can
be concluded by stating the fact that the proposed
algorithm provides a method to secure the digital images.
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